ADVENTURE
Holland Track

‘S

o, you have an E-PIRB?’
enquires Police Constable
Stevens. It sounds rather
sinister and I am
temporarily at a loss. Then I
understand. The fluorescent box
velcroed inside the glove compartment
bearing an alarming resemblance to a
flight data recorder is my Emergency
Position Indication Radio Beacon.
‘You’ve got communication. You should
be fine.’ No further investigation
necessary. I hang up, turn the ignition
and set the trip counter to zero, relieved
on two counts.
Western Australia’s Holland Track
dates from 1893 when bushman and
sandalwood ‘puller’ John Holland led
four gnarly pioneers to establish a cart
track from the settlement of Broomehill
to the gold rush mines of Bailey’s Find
(later Coolgardie) and Hannan’s (later
Kalgoorlie.) This quicker, more direct
route was much in demand. However,
the intervening inhospitable country
defeated earlier expeditions, several
unfortunates presumed to have ‘done a
perish’ in the harsh and waterless land.
Remarkably Holland’s team succeeded
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in record time, cutting 538km of bush in
just over two months. Later the same
year the track carried camel caravans,
teams of horses and a trudging tumult
of prospectors pushing wheelbarrows
containing the sum total of their
possessions – in all 18,000 set off on
Holland’s new road to riches.
Deciding I lack long-haul
wheelbarrow skills, I choose to retrace
Holland’s route via an Emirates flight to
Perth and classic Aussie 4x4
workhorse, a Toyota Land Cruiser 78
series V8 4.5 D-4D. Fuel is generally
less than 90p per litre and although V8s
may be exotic throwbacks in the
European outback, Australians wouldn’t
give a XXXX for anything else.
To the south, the Holland Track
remained integral to the development of
Western Australia’s wheatbelt until the
1920s, eventually absorbed into rural
gravel roads. However, once the Great
Southern Railway reached Coolgardie in
1896, northerly stretches fell quickly
into disuse, becoming overgrown and
then forgotten. And that was that, until
1992 when local farmer Graeme
Newbey and researcher Adrian Malloy

The John Holland
Track actually dates
back to 1893, and
today is reasonably
well signposted.
Following it in a
Toyota Land Cruiser,
even an old one, is
undoubtedly a lot
easier than when
Holland crossed it

One man’s off-road adventure, following in the cart tracks of 19th
Century explorers, but this time with the help of some modern
technology, and we don’t just mean a Toyota Land Cruiser!
Words and photography: Nick Redmayne
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Some 50km from Hyden, known for
Wave Rock geological formation and
more usefully for a hardware store that
sells tents, a strategically placed
44-gallon drum is a rusty trailhead for
300km off-road to Coolgardie. In a rare
flash of forethought I’ve downloaded a
file of Holland Track waypoints from the
ExploreOz (exploreoz.com) site and
overlaid it on Locus’s handy offline
Android GPS mapping app. This
sounds a bit technical but it’s an
investment that pays off. In rural
Western Australia, mobile phone
coverage is non existent and there’s
only so much ‘When Possible Chuck a
U-ey’ you can take from an Aussie
satnav desperately in search of tarmac.
The wandering sandy track strikes off
into ‘the Never Never’ reminding me of
outback poet Barcroft Boake’s cheery

19th century ditty: ‘Out on the wastes
of the Never Never - that's where the
dead men lie! There where the
heat-waves dance forever - that's
where the dead men lie!’ It’s a stark
reminder of John Holland’s
achievement. The Toyota’s hubs locked
and tyre pressures a tad lower, I’m
happy to travel 21st century-style.
When the track opens out,
Impressionist colours of an outback
spring are all around - brilliant red, white
and yellow wattles, banksias, purple
mulla mullas and flowering emu bushes.
However, mostly the way ahead is
narrow and winding, encroaching
eucalyptus offering little forward vision.
Progress is slow, the low revving V8 not
exceeding 900rpm for long periods.
Ruts are frequent, many cavernous and
water-filled though little rain has fallen

The track opens out. Impressionist colours
of an outback spring are all around - brilliant
red, white and yellow wattles, banksias,
purple mulla mullas and bright emu bushes
re-instated this furthest flung section
using Newbey’s tractor, the following
year leading a 4x4 expedition marking
100-years since Holland’s trailblazing
journey. It was to this remote highway
we were bound.
After checking-in with Constable
Stevens the day’s drive from Broomehill
is consumed by a patchwork of
startlingly flat and featureless farmland.
At Newdegate, I stock up on biscuits
and ask directions. The roadhouse
makes Royston Vasey’s ‘local shop for
local people’ seem like a going
concern. ‘Which road?’ I ask. ‘There is
only one road,’ comes the reply.
Re-setting my increasingly uninformed
satnav and heading out of town, after
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about 20km I pull off down a sandy
track to Holland’s Track Farm – a top
camping spot I’d been told. Owners,
Malcolm and Cathie are most
accommodating: ‘We don’t have a
camp site, we’re a B&B, but if you don’t
mind pitching your tent in the yard
you’re welcome.’
Tired but relieved, I prepare to give
my rented tent its first outing, spreading
out an unwieldy swathe of nylon on the
grass. After a while Malcolm emerges
to see how I’m getting on. Not very well
as it happens. One pole is missing and
two of those remaining are the wrong
size. Add to this, hard ground and a
less than satisfactory wheel brace peg
mallet. Despite erectile dysfunction I

Above: It is
appropriate that
the track has been
'adopted' by the
Toyota Land Cruiser
Club of Western
Australia
Below left: For us Brits
on this congested isle,
the size of Australia is
hard to guage
Below: Water is a
hazard best avoided

eventually construct a shelter from the
mongrel tent. ‘It’s not quite right is it?’
declares Malcolm in typical Australian
understatement, ‘You’ll be right as long
as that north easterly doesn’t get up.’
Camp stove deployed, I treat my
tastebuds to a peanut butter-oncracker amuse-bouche and a large
glass of Shiraz, relaxing amid the aroma
of insect repellent and bubbling
two-minute noodles - life is good. By
nine o’clock, bush midnight, I lie in my
sleeping bag watching a canopy of
stars through the fly screen. In the
distance lightning flashes, followed 15
to 20 seconds later by a roll of thunder
– fortunately the storm doesn’t come
closer.

Above: Ahead or
behind, it's much the
same at times!
Left: The trusty Land
Cruiser needs a decent
air filter to breathe
Below: Check out the
size of these ruts!

recently. I storm a couple of lesser
soggy sumps but take the ‘chicken run’
around anything too dodgy - a snatch
recovery strap is little use on its own.
Periodically expansive outcrops of
granite bedrock break through the dark
red soil. Wattle Rocks, identified by a
stone cairn is such an area, the domain
of skittering mobs of Dragon Lizards.
Carefully I edge over the smooth rock
and follow a rutted path in the dried
mud. The tracks lead through low
hanging scrub emerging full circle back
on the rock. This is perplexing and then
worrying. I try again, following another
set of wheel marks – the result is
strikingly similar. The light is starting to
fade and I’m going round in circles. I
retrace my route to the cairn and try
once more, by luck taking the right turn.
There’s little pleasure in making camp
in the dark so at 5.45pm I pull over at a
likely looking clearing in the trees.
Avoiding ants’ nests and any obvious
serpentine des reses, I pitch my new
improved dome tent. A campfire would
be heartening but from November and
the onset of summer all fires are
banned. As news of devastating
bushfires in the eastern states is
ongoing, you tend to stick by the rules.
A sliver of crescent moon rises behind
the gum trees heralding another haute
cuisine extravaganza - pasta, tuna and
tomato sauce. While dinner cooks, I
break out the wine and tune into an
ABC regional radio phone-in. The same
programme investigates a taxing range
of conundrums, from ‘Why is some
flatulence noisy and some silent?’ to
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‘Does journalism have a future?’ It’s
enough to send anyone to sleep.
Morning sees the shovel from my
‘outback recovery kit’ put to alternate
use before again hitting the track. Long
rutted sections and occasional washouts
are a regular feature of the morning
drive, nothing too taxing as long as it
stays dry. I’m reminded of roads I’d
travelled in Zaire, local drivers of 2wd
commercials resembling captains of the
Titanic, listing heavily to port, sunk past
their axles in muddy chasms.
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Soon the route crosses the graded
Marvel Loch Forrestania mining road
- by comparison a motorway, though
one whose corrugations will shake
loose your radiator and then the fillings
from your teeth. Nearby, three gnamma
holes, natural depressions in the granite
bedrock act as reservoirs for rainwater
run off. Holland describes them in his
1892 journal as ‘a splendid supply of
water.’ Staring down into the fetid,
coffee-coloured pits I suppose all things
are relative. A quick left and a quick

Above: The Toyota's
ground clearance is
needed at times
Below: Peace and
quiet in the bush when I manage to get
the tent right!

right takes in Mount Holland, a
hard-bitten rocky ascent in low range,
adopting a careful line leads to the
summit’s 1500ft trig point. From the
Toyota’s roofrack I survey an unbroken
panorama of forest. The Great Western
Woodlands’ 16-million hectares, an
area of trees the size of England,
represent the largest unfragmented
forest on Earth. A plume of dust rises in
the far distance accompanied by the
sound of a hard-working diesel
transmission – the mining truck is the
first vehicle I’ve seen since Hyden.
Joining the track again the sand
loses its red hue and the bush
vegetation too loses its green,
becoming low, dry and scraggy. Ahead
the way lies dead straight, drawing the
eye through the haze of dust and heat
to the horizon. Crossing the southern
extent of the Rabbit Proof Fence it’s
apparent that rabbits are the least of
this area’s problems, signs warn
‘firearms in use’, ‘wild dog traps’ and
‘1080 poison baits’ - feral canines and
AWOL emus are today’s enemies.
At one of the world’s quietest road
junctions, the Holland Track crosses the
Banker Mt Day Road. Here, next to an
official Holland memorial an unofficial
travellers’ shrine has attracted quirky
offerings; a Queensland number plate,
a broken mirror, a couple of full tinnies,
a bottle of water, a pair of women’s
boots, and next to these a tin suitcase.
Stuffed inside the case notebooks
record wry comments, there’s a Lynx
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TAKING TO
THE TRACK

antiperspirant, earplugs, a USB lead
and a packet of condoms. A holed
green jerrycan too is inscribed with rare
Teutonic humour – ‘Arny from Germany
was here on the 23/9/2013 on my
Suzuki DR650. Fuch it was muddy!’
Shortly before Thursday Rocks, so
named because Holland camped there
on Thursday, I’m surprised by a convoy
of two 4x4s travelling in the opposite
direction. Reversing off the track I wait
for them to pass, taking the opportunity
to snap a couple of photographs. I see
the second driver’s questioning
expression through the viewfinder. ‘I
haven’t seen much traffic,’ I shout. He
smiles with immediate understanding.
At a clearing in a fine stand of tall
Eucalypts I call it a day. The sun sets
quickly, an orange glow fading behind
silvery-grey trees to the monochrome of
dusk. Overhead I watch the Southern
Cross become lost in a mist of unfamiliar
stars. I have the place to myself.
Thursday morning is brilliant and blue
skied. I may still have been wearing
Wednesday’s socks but a short hike up

Nick Redmayne hired a Britz (britz.
com) ‘Safari’ Toyota Land Cruiser,
which comes with underslung
water tank, fridge, gas stove,
kitchen equipment, a five man tent
with inflatable mattresses and
sleeping bags. Outback Safety Kits
including Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB),
Snatch Strap and a folding spade
are also available for hire together
with Iridium satellite phones and
GPS navigation aids.
Travelbag (0845 543 6615;
www.travelbag.co.uk) offer
seven-day Britz ‘Safari’ hire
including Emirates flights from
London Gatwick to Perth from
£1169pp based on two sharing.
Book by 31 March for travel 20
April-30 June 2014. You can also
check www.westernaustralia.com
Locus GPS mapping for Android
devices is a free app from Google
Play (play.google.com). Waypoint
file downloads and track condition
updates are available via
ExploreOz (exploreoz.com)

Thursday Rocks is obligatory. Over
lichen-encrusted granite it’s a steep
walk, loose rock clinking musically.
Dragon Lizards raise their heads and
tails, at my approach scooting off to
find cover. The summit is marked by
boulders splintered by extremes of heat
and moisture, later sculpted by
unrelenting winds. Holland sat here in
1893 knowing his goal was in reach,
but over a hundred years later
unimpeded views reveal zero evidence
of humanity.

Top main: Momentos
at one of the - very
few - mileage points
Above: Holland's
simple and somewhat
lonely grave, just
outside Coolgardie
Left Enough said drive on, please
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Now 45km south west of Coolgardie,
I make a similar ascent of Victoria
Rocks from where Holland first
glimpsed Bailey’s Find mine site.
Holland’s eyes must have been better
than my own, his sense of direction too.
I manage to become disorientated while
descending the rocks, it’s only thanks
to my phone’s GPS app that I find the
Land Cruiser.
In the end it has to happen, the
man-sized corrugations of the Victoria
Rock Road recede, smooth gravel
finally abutting Coolgardie’s wide central
boulevard, opposite the opulent
Warden’s Court building where mining
claims are still registered to this day. At
the height of the gold rush Coolgardie
was the largest town in Western
Australia, after Perth and Freemantle,
today its population hovers around 800.
On the outskirts of town, beyond a
silent street of cloned modern
bungalows, there’s one final off-road
journey. Driving onto waste ground faint
tyre tracks lead to a poorly maintained
picket fence enclosing 20 or so pioneer
graves, each marked by simple uneven
perimeters of milky quartz. Among
these, marginally distinguished, lies
Holland’s 25-year-old wife Agnes who
succumbed to typhoid fever in 1894,
the year after the track was established.
John Holland too is here. He never
remarried and in 1936, at the age of 80,
joined his wife in the same red
Coolgardie earth. 4x4

